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ABSTRACT
We present the first far-ultraviolet (FUV; 1370Y16708) image of the Ophiuchusmolecular cloud region, observed
with the SPEAR imaging spectrograph. The flux levels of the diffuse FUV continuum are in reasonable agreement
with those of the Voyager observations in the shorter FUVwavelengths (912Y12168), provided that the diffuse FUV
emission is dominated by the spectra from late O- and early B-type stars. The observed region of the present study
was divided into five subregions according to their FUVintensities, and the spectrumwas obtained for each subregion
with prominent H2 fluorescent emission lines. A synthetic model of the H2 fluorescent emission indicates that the
molecular cloud has more or less uniform physical parameters over the Ophiuchus region, with a hydrogen density nH
of 500 cm3 and a H2 column densityN(H2) of 2 ; 1020 cm2. It is notable that the observed diffuse FUV continuum
is well reproduced by a single-scattering model with scattered starlight from the dust cloud located at120Y130 pc,
except at a couple of regions with high optical depth. The model also gives reasonable properties of the dust grains of
the cloud with an albedo a of 0:36  0:20 and a phase function asymmetry factor g of 0:52  0:22.
Subject headinggs: ISM: individual (Ophiuchus) — ISM: lines and bands — ultraviolet: ISM
Online material: color figures
1. INTRODUCTION
Far-ultraviolet (FUV) photons are important for the physical
and chemical processes in the interstellar medium (ISM) as they
ionize atoms, dissociate molecules, and heat gases and dust (see
Spitzer 1978). Hence, extensive observations of FUV radiation
have been made in order to study molecular hydrogen in the ISM.
For example, FUVabsorption-line observations by the satellites
Copernicus (Spitzer & Jenkins 1975; Savage et al. 1977), Hopkins
Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT; Gunderson et al. 1998),Orbiting and
Retrievable Far and Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer (ORFEUS;
Dixon et al. 1998; Ryu et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2000), and the Far
Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE; Shull et al. 2000;
Tumlinson et al. 2002; Richter et al. 2003) provided valuable in-
formation regardingH2 for selected regions in theGalaxy and the
Magellanic Clouds. Recently, the SPEAR (Spectroscopy of Plasma
Evolution from Astrophysical Radiation) mission, with its first
large-area spectral sky survey of cosmic FUVradiation (Edelstein
et al. 2006a, 2006b), enabled the spectral and imaging study of H2
molecular clouds (Lee et al. 2006, hereafter Lee06), as well as
supernova remnants (Seon et al. 2006a; Nishikida et al. 2006)
and superbubbles (Ryu et al. 2006; Kregenow et al. 2006).
While most of the diffuse interstellar FUV continuum radia-
tion is believed to be from starlight scattered by interstellar dust
(Schiminovich et al. 2001; Bowyer 1991; Lee06), diffuse H2 fluo-
rescence is also detectable in photodissociation regions (PDRs)
where H2molecules are electronically excited by absorbing FUV
photons in the Lyman and Werner bands (Lee06 and references
therein). Therefore, observing both diffuse FUV continuum scat-
tered by interstellar dust and the diffuse H2 fluorescent emission
from interstellar clouds provides an excellent opportunity to study
the relationship between the gas and dust components and un-
derstand the physical and chemical environment of the clouds. In
addition, the diffuse FUVobservation may also reveal scattering
properties of interstellar dust grains, such as the albedoa and phase
function asymmetry factor g.
The Ophiuchus molecular cloud is a well-known birthplace of
stars. The ‘‘conventional’’ distance of 165 pc to the cloud was
derived from multicolor photometry of heavily absorbed stars
in the Ophiuchus core (Chini 1981). However, a significantly
closer distance of 120Y135 pc has been suggested by recent
studies based on the photometric distances to members of the
Sco-Cen OB association (de Geus et al. 1989) as well as the
improved stellar distances obtained withHipparcos parallaxes
(Knude&Høg 1998).More recently, Lombardi et al. (2008) com-
bined the extinction maps from the 2MASS with Hipparcos
parallaxes to obtain the distance of 120 pc and the thickness of
28 pc, except for the core region of which the distance was es-
timated to be130 pc. On the other hand, Loinard et al. (2008a,
2008b) report that two objects associated with the Oph A have a
distance close to 120 pc while two others associated with the
Oph B have a distance of 165 pc. Loinard et al. (2008b) and
Lombardi et al. (2008) argue that the latter objects may not be
directly associated with the Ophiuchus complex. Holberg (1990)
discovered diffuse FUV (912Y1216 8) radiation in the region
with Voyager UVS and interpreted the diffuse emission as star-
light scattered by interstellar dust, as in reflection nebulae. Sujatha
et al. (2005) reexamined these observations, together with others
from the Voyager archives and suggested that the diffuse radiation
is almost entirely due to the scattering from a foreground dust
cloud closer than 160 pc. Three-dimensional distribution of the
matter in this region was determined with CO (Dame et al. 2001).
Young et al. (2006) surveyed the dust continuum emission of the
Ophiuchus molecular cloud with 1.1 mm BOLOCAM and found
that the distinct cores comprise 0.5%Y2% of the total cloud mass.
In this paper new observations of the Ophiuchus region taken
with the FUV imaging spectrograph SPEAR are reported. More
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specifically, we present the first FUV continuum image (15 ; 25)
of the region, which is believed to map the dust-scattered star-
light. We compare our results with the IR 100 mmap observed
by IRAS and the short wavelength FUV (912Y12168) observation
by VoyagerUVS. H2 fluorescent emission spectra of subregions,
divided according to their FUV intensities, are also presented
along with model estimations of the hydrogen density and the H2
columndensity. Finally,we suggest the distance to the cloud and the
scattering properties of the dust grains by analyzing the observed
FUV map with the result of a single-scattering model in which
starlight is predominantly scattered in the forward direction.
2. FAR-ULTRAVIOLET OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
The SPEAR mission employs an imaging spectrograph with
two channels (Short and Long) that is optimized for the obser-
vation of diffuse emission lines at FUV wavelengths. Only the
Long channel data was utilized for this study. The Long channel
covers 1350Y1700 8 with a resolving power of k /k  550.
The field of view of the Long channel is 7:4 ; 4:30 with a 50Y150
imaging resolution along the slit. The spectral half-energy line
width, averaged over the angular field, is 3.2 8. The instrument,
its in-orbit performance, and the data analysis procedures are
described in Edelstein et al. (2006a, 2006b). The systematic error
in the intensity calibration of the instrument was estimated to be
about 25%.
Our data set is composed of 57 scanning observations made
during a sky survey toward the Ophiuchus region. The total ex-
posure time is approximately 300 s per pixel. The internal de-
tector background, measured during an observation of 5 s at 25 s
intervals by closing the shutter, is 0.01 counts s1 81 and is
subtracted from the data, resulting in typical residual rates of
1 counts s1 81. Only the data from 1370 to 1670 8, ex-
cluding the intense O i airglow line at 1356 8, were used in the
present analysis.
Figure 1 shows the observed FUV (1370Y1670 8) contin-
uummap of the Ophiuchus region with Galactic coordinates of
a 20
 ; 15 area with 0:2 ; 0:2 pixels. Selected TD-1 catalog
stars (>1 ; 1011 ergs cm2 s1 sr1 81) from Thompson et al.
(1978) are marked with asterisks. The spectral type and distance
adopted from the Hipparcos catalog (Perryman et al. 1997) of
each star are presented in Table 1. We divided the map into five
distinctive FUV intensity regions represented by colors: (1) a
blue region with <4000 photons cm2 s1 sr1 81 (hereafter
CU), (2) a sky-blue region (4000Y8000 CU), (3) a green region
Fig. 1.—FUV (1370Y1670 8) map of the Ophiuchus region obtained from the survey observations by SPEAR. The pixel size is 0:2 ; 0:2. The colors represent the
FUV intensity: (1) a blue region (0Y4000 CU), (2) a sky-blue region (4000Y8000 CU), (3) a green region (8000Y16,000 CU), (4) a yellow region (16,000Y32,000 CU), and
(5) a red region (32,000Y64,000 CU). The pixels with >64,000 CU, which correspond to the stars and nearby regions, are not included in our analysis. The bright TD-1
catalog stars (>1 ; 1011 ergs cm2 s1 sr1 81) are overplotted in the figure.
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(8000Y16,000 CU), (4) a yellow region (16,000Y32,000 CU),
and (5) a red region (32,000Y64,000 CU). The pixels with
> 64,000 CU, that correspond to the stars and their adjacent
regions were not included in this analysis.
The present continuum map was verified using the FUV ob-
servations made by Voyager. Among the 31 positions observed
by Voyager (Sujatha et al. 2005), the FUV intensities at 11 loca-
tions within the area of the current map were compared. Table 2
shows that the ratios between the two FUVwave bands vary from
0.7 to 2.3. If it is assumed that the dominant sources of the dif-
fuse FUV radiation in this region are the stars of spectral type
B3 VYO9 V, as shown in Table 2 of Sujatha et al. (2005), the
SPEAR results seem to be in accord with the observations of
Voyager within acceptable levels of uncertainty, as the intensity
ratios between the wave bands 912Y1216 and 1370Y1670 8 of
these stars are 0.8Y1.5 (Castelli & Kurucz 2003).
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. FUV Continuum and H2 f luorescence
When the present FUV map of the Ophiuchus region is com-
pared with the IRAS 100 m map by Sujatha et al. (2005), two
main features are readily notable. First, the FUVand IR emissions
show relatively weak correlations. For example, the Ophiuchus
core region (around l ¼ 351Y353, b ¼ 16) shows a strong
emission in both the FUVand IR wavelengths, while in the area
northeast of the core region (around l ¼ 356, b ¼ 22) FUV
intensity is high but IR emission is weak. Furthermore, FUV
emission with more than 2000 CU is seen over the whole region
of Ophiuchus, even where the IR emission is very weak. Second,
the FUV intensity appears to be correlated with stars, while the
IRAS 100 m emission map shows no clear relationship with
the stars. The extended FUV halos seen around the stars imply
the existence of dust in front of the stars, considering the strong
forward-scattering nature of the interstellar dust grains, as will be
discussed in x 3.2. Hence, in the present case of the Ophiuchus
region, the FUV continuum seems to be correlated more with the
in situ interstellar radiation field than with the total column den-
sity of the dust.
We obtained the spectra for the five subregions denoted with
colors in Figure 1, which are divided according to their intensity
levels. As can be seen in Figure 2, each FUV spectrum of sub-
regions 1Y4 contains prominent H2 fluorescent emissions above a
continuum level, so we fitted each spectrum from subregions 1Y4
TABLE 1
Identification of Bright Stars Observed with SPEAR
HD
l
(deg)
b
(deg)
d
( pc) Spectral Type FUV Flux E(B V ) FUV Name
146624.................................... 348.56 15.41 43.05 A0 V 4.79 0.00 0.02 d Sco
148898.................................... 356.30 17.83 53.59 A7 p 4.44 0.00 0.00 V ! Oph
145483.................................... 347.74 16.50 91.41 B9 V 5.67 0.06 0.41 SV ZI 1217
150768.................................... 353.35 11.88 91.74 A2 V 6.61 0.05 0.36 NSV 7935
145127.................................... 350.29 19.51 103.09 A0 V 6.65 0.02 0.13
145964.................................... 353.72 21.16 105.82 B9 V 6.42 0.00 0.00
151012.................................... 354.21 12.12 110.13 B9.5 V 7.03 0.06 0.42
148562.................................... 353.16 15.94 112.36 A2 V 7.81 0.12 0.88
147779.................................... 347.49 12.42 116.28 A0 V 7.14 0.00 0.00
144661.................................... 349.99 19.97 117.65 B8 IV 6.32 0.08 0.56
148605.................................... 353.10 15.80 120.48 B3 V 4.79 0.11 0.83 i Sco
147703.................................... 350.64 15.40 120.92 B9 Vn 7.47 0.18 1.28core
146416.................................... 353.98 20.60 125.16 B9 V 6.61 0.05 0.39
144844.................................... 350.73 20.37 130.72 B9 IV 5.86 0.07 0.50 SV ZI 1208
149438.................................... 351.53 12.81 131.75 B0 V 2.83 0.08 0.58  Sco
147889.................................... 352.86 17.04 135.87 B2 III 7.90 0.99 7.20core
145792.................................... 351.01 19.03 138.89 B6 IV 6.42 0.20 1.42core V V1051 Sco
146001.................................... 350.39 18.12 141.64 B8 V 6.06 0.14 1.01core
145482.................................... 348.12 16.84 143.47 B2 V 4.58 0.06 0.43 13 Sco
146606.................................... 348.98 15.81 146.84 A0 V 7.08 0.00 0.00
148184.................................... 357.93 20.68 149.93 B2 Vne 4.26 0.45 3.26150 V  Oph
144925.................................... 354.47 23.53 150.60 A0 V 7.79 0.24 1.77150
148199.................................... 349.46 13.48 150.60 B8 Vp 7.01 0.13 0.92 V V1028 Sco
147196.................................... 352.80 18.24 151.29 B6 Vn 7.05 0.22 1.59core
148438.................................... 358.60 20.66 156.01 A0 IV 7.17 0.27 1.99150
Note.—The symbols ‘‘150’’ and ‘‘core’’ indicate the stars located in the regions corresponding to d  150 pc in Fig. 3b and the Ophiuchus core in Fig. 3a, respectively.
Note that all the FUVoptical depths are high ( > 1).
TABLE 2
FUV Fluxes Observed by Voyager and SPEAR
Locationa
l
(deg)
b
(deg)
FUVa (912Y1216 8)
(CU)
FUVb (1400Y1650 8)
(CU)
1.................... 359.8 17.8 1900  170 2730  680
2.................... 0.2 22.1 2200  140 2000  500
5.................... 0.6 21.4 3200  140 1480  370
6.................... 1.4 19.7 3270  360 3970  990
7.................... 0.4 16.8 3320  140 1980  495
11.................. 2.4 19.2 3740  310 2970  740
12.................. 348.1 12.1 4080  360 2860  715
13.................. 2.4 18.7 4310  65 4610  1150
21.................. 348.5 12.2 5760  445 8600  2150
22.................. 359.2 23.5 5940  95 4590  1150
30.................. 354.3 13 10900  570 4650  1160
a The location numbers and the FUVintensities observed byVoyager are from
Sujatha et al. (2005).
b Observed by SPEAR.
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using a H2 fluorescent emission model and a model continuum.
The model continuumwas generated by smoothing (over 21 bins)
and scaling the spectrum of subregion 5, which is close to the
stars, on the basis that dust-scattered light from the stars dominates
the continuumspectrum.The peak lines at 1480, 1510, 1550, 1570,
and 1605 8 in the spectrum of subregion 5, which are mainly
from the stellar atmosphere, are smoothed out in the present anal-
ysis. To model the H2 fluorescent emission lines, CLOUD, a
plane parallel H2 model program for the PDRs, was used. The
basic concepts, physical backgrounds, and application of the
model are described in Black & van Dishoeck (1987). While
many input parameters were required for modeling, only three
main parameters are of interest in this study: the enhancement
factor of the incident FUV intensity (IUV) compared with the
mean interstellar value adopted by Draine (1978), the cloud den-
sity nH, and the total H2 column density N(H2). We generated
4800 synthetic models with nH ¼ (10; 50; 100; 500) cm3,
N (H2) ¼ (0:1Y20) ; 1020 cm2, and IUV ¼ (0:01Y3) in an effort
to determine the best fit to the observed FUV fluorescence. The
model parameters of CLOUD and the scale factor of the model
continuum were determined by minimizing the 2 values. The
solid lines and the dashed lines in Figure 2 represent the scaled
continuum spectra and the H2 fluorescent emissions of the best-
fit model for subregions 1Y4, respectively. Table 3 shows the
model parameters and the reduced 2 values 2 , as well as the
total FUV intensity, the FUV continuum intensity, and the H2
fluorescent emission intensity.
The best-fit model parameters in Table 3 show that all of the
subregions 1Y4 have similar hydrogen density nH and total H2
column density N(H2) values. This constancy indicates that the
H2 fluorescence could originate from a relatively uniform molec-
ular cloud over the Ophiuchus cloud region, which is consistent
with the continuum map analysis. The physical parameters of
this foreground component are derived as nH ¼ 500 cm3 and
N (H2) ¼ 2 ; 1020 cm2, although systematic variance of nearly
25% exists in the determinedN(H2) value together with approxi-
mately 50% for nH, due to the discrete model grids utilized here.
It is interesting to compare the physical parameters obtained in
the Ophiuchus region with those of the Taurus region, which are
nH ¼ 50 cm3, N (H2) ¼ 0:8 ; 1020 cm2, and IUV ¼ 0:2, re-
sulting in an H2 fluorescent intensity I (H2) of 0:2 ; 103 CU
(Lee06).We note that the optical depths at 10008 by the H2 self-
shielding and the dust absorption processes are comparable
when the ratio IUV/nH is of the order of 1 cm
3 whereas line ab-
sorption dominates when IUV/nHT1 cm3 and dust absorption
dominates when IUV/nH31 cm3 (Black& van Dishoeck 1987).
In both the Ophiuchus and Taurus cases, IUV/nHT1 cm3, im-
plying that line absorption completely dominates the attenuation
of the UV radiation and that most of the available photons dis-
sociate and excite H2. Therefore, I(H2) is dependent mainly on
IUV rather than N(H2) or nH (see Lee et al. 2007). This is in good
agreement with the present results: the ratio of IUVof the Taurus
halo region to that of the Ophiuchus subregion 1 is 0.2, while the
same ratio of I(H2) is 0.22.
In addition, Table 3 shows that the FUV continuum intensity
and the H2 fluorescence increase from subregions 1Y4. For the
FUV continuum, it is natural to assume that the FUV continuum
scattered by dust strengthens near the stars. However, the H2
fluorescence radiation does not have to increase with the FUV
continuum unless it arises from the same source, that is, the
Fig. 2.—FUV spectra (solid histograms) of the five subregions defined in Fig. 1
with statistical error bars. We have smoothed the spectra by three bins for better
appearance. Spectrum 5 is scaled and smoothed to be used as a background con-
tinuum, shown as solid lines in spectra 1, 2, 3, and 4, for fitting CLOUD model
(dashed line). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
figure.]
TABLE 3
Best-Fit Model Parameters and Resultant FUV Intensities of Each Subregion
Subregion
naH
(cm3)
N a(H2)
(cm2) I aUV 2
Itotal (Icon þ IH2 ) 103
(CU) IH2 /Icon
1...................................... 500 2 ; 1020 1.0 0.76 3.2  0.8 (2.3 + 0.9) 0.39  0.05
2...................................... 500 2 ; 1020 1.5 0.51 5.3  1.3 (4.0 + 1.3) 0.33  0.03
3...................................... 500 2 ; 1020 2.0 0.21 11.7  2.9 (9.8 + 1.9) 0.19  0.02
4...................................... 500 3 ; 1020 3.0 0.68 18.9  4.7 (16.2 + 2.7) 0.17  0.01
a Best fit model parameters.
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continuum FUV radiation. The H2 fluorescence may arise from
excited gas at any location along the line of sight up to the opaque
molecular cloud surface. Therefore, the correlation seen in the
present Ophiuchus cloud may be another indication that the H2
fluorescence comes from the same foreground cloud layer as the
scattered FUV continuum radiation. On the other hand, the FUV
continuum intensity in subregion 4 increases nearly sevenfold
compared to that of subregion 1, while I(H2) (or IUV, as explained
in the previous paragraph) shows only a threefold increase. This
would imply the existence of other sources of the FUVcontinuum
or a more complex cloud structure in subregion 4. It is shown in
the next section that the Ophiuchus core located in subregion 4
is optically thick and exhibits distinctively different scattering
properties from other subregions.
3.2. Radiative Transfer Model of Dust Scattering
The halos around the stars in the FUV map significantly ex-
tend beyond the size of instrumental point-spread function, which
is at most 150 (Seon et al. 2004), implying their scattering
origin. We therefore modeled the diffuse FUVemission from the
Ophiuchus cloud complex with a single-scattering model of dust
in amanner similar to that used by Shalima&Murthy (2004) and
Sujatha et al. (2005). Sujatha et al. (2005) assumed that the
distance to the Ophiuchus complex is160 pc and that the fore-
ground clouds covering the entire region of the Coalsack and
Chamaeleon-Musca clouds (Corradi et al. 2004) continue into
the Ophiuchus area. From their model, Sujatha et al. (2005)
concluded that the diffuse FUV radiation is attributable to scat-
tering in one of these foreground clouds. Based on the recent es-
timates of the distance to the Ophiuchus complex,120Y135 pc;
however, the foreground cloud assumed by Sujatha et al. (2005)
would be in fact the Ophiuchus cloud complex itself. Hence, we
have assumed two different geometrical configurations in our
model: one is the same as that of Sujatha et al. (2005) with an
optically thick cloud at 160 pc and a scattering dust layer in front
of the thick cloud, and in the other geometry we considered only
a dust-scattering layer without a thick cloud at 160 pc. Ourmodel
result showed that the back-scattered light from the optically
thick cloud at 160 pc in the first model was an order of magnitude
smaller than the forward-scattered component from the closer
dust layer. In fact, the result was indistinguishable from that of
the second model with the diffuse isotropic FUV background of
300 CU (Bowyer 1991), of which 144Y195 CU is known to be
the extragalactic background radiation coming from resolved ob-
jects (Gardner et al. 2000), added in the second model. Both of
the effects of the optically thick cloud at 160 pc and the extra-
galactic isotropic FUV background were within the instrumental
systematic error rate of 25%.
All stars located at a distance up to 300 pc in the Hipparcos
catalog were included in the calculation, while only a few of the
bright stars are shown in Table 1. Based on the spectral type of
each star, a temperature and an effective gravity were derived
using the tables from Straizˇys & Kuriliene (1981), and the spec-
tral energy distribution of the star was calculated by interpolating
the grid of the Kurucz model (Castelli & Kurucz 2003). The
intrinsic FUV luminosity of the star was obtained by scaling the
model flux to the observed Vmagnitude, and the FUVextinction
correction derived from the color excess E(B V ). E(B V )
values and the optical depths in the FUV wavelength are also
shown in Table 1.
We varied the distance of the foreground scattering cloud in
the 50Y160 pc range in both geometries. We found significantly
broad profiles in the predicted brightness distributions around
some bright stars due to back-scattering when the stars were
located in front of the scattering layer, as noted by Witt & Oshel
(1977). In this case, not only the brightness distributions, but also
the FUV intensities around the stars did not fit the observed
values. On the other hand, when the scattering layer is too close
to us, bright halos were seen around some nearby stars which did
not fit our data. Hence, our model evaluates the FUV emission
intensity for each sight line to estimate the distance d of the scat-
tering dust layer with a combination of optical constants a and g
that gives the best-fit value to the observed FUV intensity. The
optical constants are assumed to have single values throughout
the region. The albedo a is determined by the overall absolute
values of the diffuse FUVintensity, while the asymmetry factor g
is determined by the spatial extents of the dust-scattered halos
around the stars. The brightness distribution around a single star
could be achievedwith several combinations of a, g, d in a single-
scattering model. For example, a set of small a, large g, small d
and a set of large a, small g, large d could produce a similar dust-
scattered halo profile around a star. However, this degeneracy is
removed when more than two stars located at different distances
contribute to the scattered radiation of the same sight line. Indeed,
we found that the halo around a star could not be reproducedwhen
the scattered light from nearby bright stars were not taken into
Fig. 3.—(a) FUV (1370Y1670 8) intensity map of the Ophiuchus region predicted by the single-scattering model and (b) best-fit distance to the scattering layer
calculated by the single-scattering model. The color bar indicates the distance value in parsec. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
figure.]
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account. The degeneracy of the case with small optical depth  ,
large a and that with large  , small a can also be removed if the
degeneracies of a, g, and d were removed. We convolved the
predicted brightness distribution with the instrumental point-
spread function, although the convolution did not significantly
alter the result since the dust-scattering halo was larger than the
point-spread function. It should also be noted that the instru-
mental systematic error rate of 25% dominates the errors of the
best-fit parameters.
Although our single-scattering model is rather crude, the re-
sult matches the observation very well except for the bright
Ophiuchus core region of (l; b)  (352; 16) in the FUV inten-
sity map (Fig. 3a), and for the region of (l; b)  (357; 20) in
the best-fit distance map (Fig. 3b). In fact, most of the scattered
points in Figure 4 come from the pixels of the core region where
our model result predicts lower intensity. Loinard et al. (2008b)
and Lombardi et al. (2008) argue that this star-forming core re-
gion, corresponding to the Oph B, whose distance was estimated
to be 165 pc by Loinard et al. (2008b), may not be directly
associated with theOphiuchus complex. Hence, the failure of the
present model in the core region could be associated with the fact
that this star-forming region, located along the line of sight to-
ward the Ophiuchus core and unrelated to the Ophiuchus com-
plex, causes difficulty in interpreting the diffuse FUV radiation
from this region. In addition, the high optical depth of the core
region could be another source of the error since the present
single-scattering model could not adequately describe such a
region. Indeed, the best-fit distances in Figure 3b show a varia-
tion of 120Y130 pc, consistent with the recently estimated
distance to the Ophiuchus cloud, except in the region around
(l; b)  (357; 20), where the distance of 150 pc was found.
The inconsistent estimation of the distance around (l; b) 
(357; 20) could also stem from high optical depth of the re-
gion, for which multiple-scattering effects should be important.
In Table 1 we indicated ‘‘150’’ and ‘‘core’’ for the regions cor-
responding to d  150 pc and the Ophiuchus core, respectively.
In both regions, the optical depths are relatively high ( > 1),
implying that multiple-scattering may not be ignored. A more
realistic multiple-scattering model would result in a smaller d
because of the broadening effect of the scattering halo in the
present model. We may, therefore, conclude that the distance to
the region around (l; b)  (357; 20) would be actually closer
than 150 pc.
We have derived several contours for a and g in Figure 5. The
1  contour corresponds to a limit of 0:36  0:20 and 0:52 
0:22 on a and g, respectively. Here, the error range does not take
into account the systematic instrumental error. Weingartner &
Draine (2001) obtained a slightly higher values of a ¼ 0:39 and
g ¼ 0:66 in the FUV wavelength with an interstellar dust com-
position model, which are in good agreement with the present
result. Multiple-scattering with a higher value of g may yield
a dust-scattered halo which is identical in size to that given by
single-scattering. In contrast, the albedo a may not change sig-
nificantly in the multiple-scattering model (especially at the
optically thin regions), as at most a factor of a2 (13%), which is
smaller than the systematic error, is added to the total-scattered
light. The geometrical dilution and dust-absorption effects be-
tweenmultiple-scatteringswould lower this correction evenmore.
However, the estimate for multiple scattering contribution would
not be valid at the optically thick ( > 1) regions not only be-
cause of the significant contribution of multiple scattering but
also the high extinction of the scattered light.We have developed
amultiple-scattering radiative transfer model to model the global
features of the diffuse FUV radiation of our Galaxy (Seon et al.
2006b), and found that the predicted FUV continuum is almost
linearly proportional to the albedo a, implying somewhat smaller
correction in the multiple-scattering model, because the multiple-
scattered radiation coming from optically thick regions is mostly
obscured.
In summary, we showed that the overall FUV continuum emis-
sion in the Ophiuchus complex is scattered light from the dust
layer, which is most likely located at 120Y130 pc. The layer
is more or less uniform over the entire region, with a hydrogen
density nH of 500 cm
3 and the H2 column density N(H2) of 2 ;
1020 cm2. The single-scattering model describes the observed
features quite well except the core region and the region around
(l; b)  (357; 20), for which multiple-scattering analysis seems
necessary. The model also predicts reasonable properties of the
Fig. 4.—Model FUV intensities vs. the observed values.
Fig. 5.—Plot of contours of albedo a and asymmetry factor g for the observed
Ophiuchus region based on the single-scatteringmodel. The 1 confidence contour
corresponds to a limit of 0:36  0:20 and 0:52  0:22 on a and g, respectively.
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dust grains of the cloud with an albedo a of 0:36  0:20 and a
phase function asymmetry factor g of 0:52  0:22.
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